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auditREPORPOSING CONTENT

It's likely that you already have a lot of content that can be
repurposed with little effort. Conducting an analysis of the content

you already have is a fantastic place to begin.

Examine your best-performing
social media postings to see
whether they may be expanded
into long-form articles for your
blog or newsletter.

TOP PERFORMING

Create blog entries and
newsletters by transcribing your
YouTube videos, webinars, master
courses, podcasts, and other
audio/video content.

TRANSCRIBE VIDEOS

Search through your email
newsletters for articles you may
republish on your site. Improve
your SEO to attract organic traffic.

EMAIL INFO

Look for popular, evergreen blog
entries that may be promoted on
Stories with a CTA to the original
content or made into feed posts.

EVERGREEN POSTS

By using Canva to edit your
presentations or directly from
Instagram, turn your Reels into
Pinterest Idea Pins.

REPURPOSE REELS



Pull sections of content from your
blog posts to use as quotes or
captions on social media.

BLOG POSTS AS QUOTES

Post your repurposed content in
the places you are loved the most,
if Instagram is the place where
you people are, go there!

GO TO WHERE YOU'RE
LOVED

By revamping it as a PDF or a
webinar with slides, you may
convert a truly good blog piece or
YouTube video into a lead
magnet.

DESIGN NEW CTA'S

Utilize Canva's Resize function to
convert carousel posts into
Instagram Stories and Pinterest
Idea Pins.

CREATE IDEA PINS

Refresh your old posts with new
content and information that mat
be more relevant now since you
posted it!

UPDATE THE OLD!

Every piece of content you upload
should have a goal, such as
growing your following, building
trust, or making a sale. Not all
content needs repurposing. Ask
yourself if repurposing content
makes sense.

BE PURPOSEFUL



Spend some time brainstroming the board content idea
TOPIC IDEA

Long-form content is 1,000-7,500-word writing. Long-form writing
can provide a thorough look into complex topics. Long-form
content educates the reader.

LONG-FORM CONTENT

It is typically quick and easy to digest content that covers a specific
area of a topic, rather than going too in-depth or detailed. 

SHORT-FORM CONTENT

SOCIAL MEDIA IDEAS

Utilize this worksheet to generate ideas for lengthy, short,
and video material for your bulletin board.
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